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The expression for the determinant of the Laplace operator is used in terms of functional 
integration to compute the asymptotic behavior on degenerating Riemann surfaces. In the case 
of the Arakelov metric, the information is sufficiently precise to give a value for the absolute 
constants appearing in bosonization formulas. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The behavior of determinants of Laplace operators on 
degenerating Riemann surfaces is of particular interest in 
string theories, where analytic information about the string 
integrand near the boundary of moduli space is essentially 
strong enough to determine the integrand uniquely.’ For the 
case of the hyperbolic metric on surfaces of genus of at least 
2, the determinant may be expressed in terms of the lengths 
of closed geodesics. These serve as real parameters of the 
degeneration, and an analysis of this expression gives the 
asymptotic behavior.*” Alternatively, one may look at 
Green’s functions and exploit the “bosonization” formulas 
for determinants. This gives especially precise information 
in the case of the Arakelov metric.5 In this paper, we would 
like to show how the expression for the determinant in terms 
of functional integrals readily yields the asymptotics of the 
determinant and the next order term. This is a development 
of ideas presented in Refs. 1 and 6. 

Our main results are as follows: For a compact Riemann 
surface M with metric g, let 

z, = 
[ 

82 det’ A, 
I 

- “* 
Area( M,g) ’ 

where the determinant of the Laplace operator is given by 
zeta regularization. We construct a family M, of surfaces 
degenerating as t -0 to a surface with a node. There are two 
possibilities: if the node separates the singular surface, then 
the two components M, and M, are compact Riemann sur- 
faces, and the node is the identification of punctures on M, 
and M2. Let g, and g, be metrics on the components, and g, 
a family of metrics on i%f,. Then we show that 

ZB, det, 4, CD, 1 -= 
Z*l Z82 det, A, (A, 1 2 log ,t ;,,* H,(W) 

The determinants are with respect to the Euclidean metrics 
and the Dirichlet problems on the disk D, of radius E and the 
annulus A, of outer radius E and inner radius 1 t I’/*, and they 
have closed expressions [see (2.16)]; the regions 
R f = M, - D :, where D : and A L are disks and annuli cen- 
tered about the punctures; S, (u) is the Liouville action (see 
Sec. II G), and H, is continuous with lim,,, HI (t,E) = 1. 

If the node does not separate, then the singular surface 

may be regarded as a compact surface M with two punctures 
a,b identified. In this case, we show 

Xexp-J{-S,(a,,R,) +S,(bD:) +S,(C,D:) 

-SL,(~tJA) -S,(a,JA)l, 
where 2 is a metric on the compact surface M. The difference 
in the power of log ( E/ 1 t I*‘*) is related to the creation of an 
extra zero mode in the case of degeneration to a separating 
node. 

In Sec. III, we consider the example of the Arakelov 
metric.’ Combining the above formulas with our previous 
results,5 we are able to determine the constant relating the 
Faltings invariant S(M) to the determinant8.9 

S(M) = c,, - 6 log [ det’ A,/Area(M,g) 1, 

where g is the Arakelov metric, and 

Ch = (1 - h)c, -I- hc,, 

cc = -24S’( - 1) -6log2r-2log2-5, 
c, = - 8 log 2~. 

Finally, we note that the constant c,, is related to the absolute 
constants appearing in the bosonization formulas (see Refs. 
9-11). 

II. DERIVATION 

In this section, we use the functional integral formula- 
tion for the determinant of the Laplace operator to obtain an 
expression from which the asymptotics of the determinant 
on degenerating Riemann surfaces are easily obtained. 

A. Degeneration to a separating node 

Fix two compact Riemann surfaces M, ,M, of genus 
h, ,h, > 0. Choose points p, ,p2 (henceforth both denoted 
simply byp) and local coordinates z, ,z2 centered atp. When 
M, and M2 are endowed with metrics, we will always as- 
sume the coordinates to be normalized. By this we mean that 
if the metric is expressed in the coordinates zi, 

d *s = 2gZx dzi dZi, 

theng,,(O) = 1. 
The degenerating family M, is constructed as follows: 

From M, and M2 remove the disks Izi I < 1 t I and identify the 
annuli It ( < Izi I < 1 by the equation, z, z, = t. M, is then an 
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analytic family of Riemann surfaces, compact of genus 
h = h, + h, for t #O, and “stable” in the sense of Deligne- 
Mumford over the fiber t = 0 (see Ref. 12). 

5. Degeneration to a nonseparating node 

Fix a compact Riemann surface M of genus h. Choose 
two points a,b and local coordinates z, and z,, , respectively. 
As above, we construct a family M, by cutting out the disks 
IzaI< It 1 and 1 z, < t an 1 en 1 ying the remaining re- 1 1 1 d ‘d t’f 
gions It I< Iz\ < 1 by z,,z,, = t. For t # 0, M, is then compact 
ofgenus h + 1. MO is the surfaceMwith the “punctures” a,b 
identified. Notice that in this case, the node does not separate 
the surface. 

C. Definition of determinants from functional 
integration 

Given a metric g on M compatible with the complex 
structure, we define the L ’ norm on real-valued functions q5 
on M with respect tog, 

11~11’ = j/2hhilC12. 
We then fix a path integral measure 9q5 by, 

1 = 
s 

94 e - ( ~~8~Wi2~ (2.1) 

We will denote by q5* the projection onto the orthogonal 
complement of the constant functions. Hence, 

(P*=&- 1 
s Area(M,g) M 

d2di46. 

We can now derive the normalization of 9q5* from (2.1). 
Let A = Area(M,g) . Then, 

1 = 

I 

g(j e  - ( ‘/8~)ll!a2 

= dcLSqb*e- 
s 

(A /S~r,c* - (l/Sa)[jcfPf/* 

= 

JJ 

$  g+* e  - (‘/8eb’l?, 

or 

s 
i%qS* e (2.2) 

Choosing zeta function regularization, a similar argument 
shows 

Z, = a&* e- 
s 

rcP’) = [ ;;,4;;$] - 1’2, (2.3) 

where the action I is defined by 

I(4) = $ j-- d2s%i$+42. (2.4) 

D. Factorization of the path integral-Separating node 
case 

We now localize the right-hand side of (2.3). Recall the 
construction of Sec. II A. For small 6, it f < E < 1, we define 
three curves: 

c: = {lz,I = 4% 
c: = {fz* [ = d, 
c,=~~z,~=fZ*I=Ift”2~* 

Furthermore, let A/; be the annulus bound by the curve 
{lzil = It /“2)andC<, and let D’, be the disk in Mj bound by 
the curve Cl;. 

By the “sewing” property of functional integration, 
( 2.3 ) becomes 

I 
CJp e - f(P) = 

I 94, 942 944 J@** 9Pl 9np2 

x ssa*xe 
-1(&l - f(42) - I($,, -I(&) 

(2.5, 

where 4, maps R j = M, - D f to the reals with boundary 
values 

54 1,: =8** 

Likewise for &2, $, maps A 1 to R with boundary values p, 
and a*, respectively. Likewise for &. While no satisfactory 
proof of the “sewing” property (2.4.1) for functional inte- 
grals on Riemann surfaces exists, specific examples can be 
verified directly. In the Appendix, we show that (2.5) holds 
for the case of a disk cut out from a sphere. 

Following D’Hoker-Phong,6 we decompose the 4’s and 
$3 into two pieces, 

45, = 4, +xi, 
?&hi = iji + &, i= 1,2, 

where 4; and iifi have zero boundary conditions, and xi and 
ci are harmonic. Note that, for example, 

ah 1 =a 1 +$J-- : dnp xl a,,~, , 
where nfi is the outward normal. Using the above, and by 
translation invariance of the measures, ( 2.5 ) becomes 

.z. = s &j, q& &aj, g’iiz e-fo,‘-r(12’-I(h)-Ic;lz, 
X 

s 
LSP, ZB;lp, gcz*exp - $ 

i s C3R: 
dnpxI 425 

1 -- 
s 8r an3 

dn@ x2 %x2 - & 
s aa: 

da” Cl a,c, 

-- 8’, LAS dnp C2 $6, 
1 

. 

The integrals in the top line just give the regularized detenni- 
nants of the Dirichlet problem for the regions R / and A j. 
We expand the boundary values in Fourier series, 

and define fif = pi - bj,. Then the above expression be- 
comes 
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Zg = [det, A,(R:) det, A,(R:) det, A,(A;) det, A,(A:)] -“‘+:c%‘fl;db; db:, c@a* 

(2.6) 
&xl -$ aR2dnpx2 J,XZ -& 

s : 
dnPc, a~lc, -$ 

L 

Now consider the compact surfaces Mj with metrics gj. A derivation similar to the one above shows 

Zg, = [ det, A,(R/) det, A,(D/)] p”2J@fl,?e~p[ -&S,,, dn“Xj apxj -&JD, dnPlj ap(j], 
< < 

where l, is harmonic on D< and has boundary values /Ii. Combining this with (2.61, we have 

=c 

[ 

det, A,, (R L ) det, A, (R “, ) det, A,, (D 1) det, A, (D ‘, ) 

- = =a =*2 det, A, (R : ) det, A,, (R z ) det, A,* (A t ) det, A,, (A : ) 1 “2 

sL2/3 T 9/? f db A db i 59a* exp{ - 1/85-S,, :dnP xl a,~, 
X 

s-W: =W: exd - M37G,, :dnp xl a& 

- l/8rrSdRzdnP,yX, apx, - 1/8?rS, tdnPc, a& - 1/8rf,@np& a,c,l 
- 1/8?rSaR2dnPx2 &x2 - l/870& c dnP g, iI,{, - 1/8?rS,:dn” C2 aJ2;>’ 

(2.7) 

This expression is actually quite tractable, despite its appear- 
ance. The integrals (we shall call them harmonic integrals) 
may be evaluated explicitly. The determinants on the R /;‘s 
can be related through the Liouville action. The remaining 
determinants are evaluated on disks or annuli, and these 
have closed expressions. We now proceed to discuss all these 
quantities in detail. 

E. Evaluation of harmonic integrals 

In this section, we compute 

s 
db:dbi ga*exp 

1 -- 
s 8a aA: 

(2.8) 

Such integrals have been discussed in Ref. 13. We consider 
the general situation ofan annulusA with inner radius r, and 
outer radius r, and with boundary conditions a and fl, re- 
spectively. Let x be the unique harmonic function on A with 
the given boundary conditions. If we expand a, fl, and,y into 
Fourier coefficients, 

a = c a,e’“‘, ,4 = C b,eine, x = C c, (r)e’“‘, 
mz nt?z II& 

we find the solutions, 

co(r) =A, +Bo logr, 
c,(r) =A,,r”+B,r -n, n#O. 

Imposing the boundary conditions, we have, 

A,, = 
a, log r, - 6, log r, , A, = IInr 7 -b,,r; 

log r, /r, 2n 
rl -rzn ’ 

B, = bo - ao 
log r,/r, ’ 

B, =r;r; 
b,rl -a,r; 

rfn-r2 > 2n ’ 
n#O. 

By computation, 

dnp x a,x = 2~ 
(6, -00)~ 

log r, /r, 
+47~ 5 nb,b-,,A, 

n=l 

+ 437 2 na,a _ ./2, 
n= 1 

* na,b-,r;r; 
-16n C 

2n ’ n=l r$-r, 
(2.9) 

where, il,, = (r :” + r f”)/(r :” - r f”). 
On the space of functions: a = XnsZa,,ei”*, z,, = a _ “, 

we have the inner product: 

(a#) = (1/2a)a,b, + (a*,B*) + (P*,Z*), 

where, (a*$ *) = 2;= , na,g, . The path integrals are nor- 
malized such that 1 = Jga e- (1’2)(a*a). Computing as in 
Sec. II C, we find 

s 
ga* e- (a*.=) = (ZT) - 1. (2.10) 

Applying the result (2.9) to the integral (2.8), we have, 

s 
db: dbg L3a* exp -c aA ( ’ s dnpCl a& -&-~A2dnpC2d,5,] 

t r 
(bh)* 

s 
dbi exp - 

(b:12 
4 log r, /r, 4 log r, /r, s 

LSa* e- (Qa*,E*) - (Ta*,p*) - (1/2)(fZ37,i?:) - (1/2)(@:3:) 
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The operators Q - 1 and Tare trace class, depending on r, 
and r, , and, 

Q-1-O 
T-O I 

as r, -+O. 

We may therefore take the limit. Using (2. lo), 

s 
9a* e- (Qa”,Z’, - (Ta*,8*) - (1/2,tQ~3:,i?t, - (1/2)(Q/J:,i3:) 

+(27r)-‘exp{ -$ (PT,fi:) -4 (PZ$?)}, 
as r, -0. 

A similar computation is easily carried out for harmonic 
integrals over the disk of radius r, with boundary values@ *. 
We find, 

. 

J dn~gaJ=4+‘*~*). 
a0 

Putting these results together, we have for the quotient of 
harmonic integrals in (2.7), 

SLS/?f LS;PF dbh dbi &a**+. 

s23fi: ‘97pp*-* 
=2log- E H,(M). 

It p2 
(2.11) 

HI is continuous, and lim,,, HI (t,~) = 1 for fixed E. 

F. Case of a nonseparating node Zg = [det, A,(R,) det, A,(Az) det, A,(A:)] -“* 

In (2.11) the appearance of the log( ~/ft }I’*) was due to 
the integration over both b A and b g. This corresponds 
roughly to the creation of an extra zero mode as the surface 
M is pulled apart. We shall see that the situation is quite 
different for the case where M degenerates to a surface with a 
nonseparating node. 

X 
s 

+ 
I ddiL as, + 

3A: 

If we denote by 2 the original metric on M, then, 

Recall the construction of Sec. II B. Again, we choose E 
small and define three curves: 

c: = -cfzJ =d, 

c: = {I%/ = 4, 
c, = qz, 1 = fz, f = It y1. 

We define, as in Sec. II D, the disks D $D ,“, and the annuli 
Az,Af. Let R:,=M--Dz-Df. We factorize thefunc- 
tional integral as in (2.5)) except that now we allow constant 
values on C, and restrict to nonconstants on Ct. Let the 
boundary values be a on C, ,pto, on C ,“, and pz on C t, Then 
we have 

Z, = 
I 

224 S3/3J/a .Q& 23~~ $3~: LSa 

Xe - Ifal) - I(@*> - rclhJ , 
where &lt,, and r,&, are defined by analogy with Sec. II D. 
We split the functions into harmonic pieces and functions 
with zero boundary values, 

(s=i+x, h?=&a7:,, h?=&+L 
and simplify, 

=& -= det, A,(R,) det, A,(Dz) det, Ag(D,b) I” 

5 det, A,(R,) det, Ag,(Az) det, Ag,(Az) 1 
S9pa L3p$LSa exp - 

’ 

( 1/8r){SaR6dd,y ajx + S,, dnJ lo a& + SaA pdd lb aj{b 1 

S-@P, 9~2 ew - ( l/8n)(SaR,ddx ajx + S,, drsi &, ajgti + .f,,:dn’ lb a,&,} ’ 
(2.12) 

where g* is harmonic on D 2 and has boundary values ,uu,, 
etc. Referring to the result (2.9), and expanding ,u by its 
Fourier coefficients 

pu, = C mkeiko, 
k&T 

we have, 

s 
dn’& ~3~&, = 2~ Cm0 -a,)* 

log(E/(t I”? 
+ 4r( @:,p::) 

aA: 

+ 4dQa*,h*) + 8n-(Ta*,,ii,*), 

s 
dni& iI,& = 277. 4 

aA ,” log(& 1”“) 
+ 47r(GM,i$) 

+ 47r( Qo*,Z?) + 8~( Ta*,,@). 
Thus we may evaluate the harmonic integral 
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s 
9a exp - -& 

il 
dt+ A aj5, + 

aA: s aA,h 
dt+ SrtJ 46 

= 
I 

da, exp - ai + (a, - n-2, I2 
4 log( E//t I”2) 

X %%ia*exp[ - (Qa*,E*) - (Ta*,,E$) 

- (Ta*&Xl - 1/2(Q@,jZ,*) - 1/2(Q@,K)]. 
Asbefore,Q-+landT+Oasr+O,soby(2.10),thea*inte- 
gral -* (2~) - i. The a, integral is easily evaluated. The ratio 
of the harmonic integrals in (2.12) may therefore be written 

sap, G’ILLd s?a*-* 
s=@l% =@pP * * 

= (2771 --I [7-+]“2W~,d, 

(2.13) 
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with lim,,, H,,(t,e) = 1 for fixed E. The fact that log1 t 1 is 
raised to the power l/2 rather than 1 will mean that the 
singularity for the logarithm of the determinant carries and 
extra log( - logit 1) term [see Eq. (2.17)]. 

G. The Liouville action 

We now recall the relationship between determinants on 
surfaces with boundary for conformally related metrics.14 
Suppose that on a surface R with boundary we have metricsg 
and 2 related by a conformal factor, gZZ = e”“&. Then for 
the Dirichlet problem on R, we have, 

det, A, (R) = det, A, ( R)eSLcqR), 

where 

. r 
1 -- dSnd0, (2.14) 

4~ JAR 

where 2 is the scalar curvature and k, is the geodesic curva- 
ture, both with respect to the metric jj. 

Using this expression and (2.11), we can rewrite (2.7) 
as, 

Z*t deb A, (D, 1 -= z*t Z& det, A, (A, 1 2 1% ,t;“’ HI(M) 

+s,(@,,D:) +s,(az,D:) -S,(a,JA:) 

-S,(Q‘w. (2.15) 

Here, o’I is the conformal factor relating g, to gj on R $, and 
that relatingg, to the Euclidean metric in the annuli A 1. uj is 
the conformal factor relating gj to the Euclidean metric on 
0;. A, is the Laplace operator in the Euclidean metric. 

The form of (2.15) makes it easy to compute the asymp- 
totics of the determinant when one has sufficient estimates 
for the behavior of the metric. The Euclidean determinants, 
as mentioned, may be evaluated explicitly-we recall these 
results for reference (see Ref. 14): 

det, A, (D, ) = 2 - “%r - “‘6 - “3 

Xexp[ - 2c’( - 1) - 5/12], 

det, A,(&) =,-‘]t]“6e-1’3 

xlog(~/lt11’2)[f(ltl/E2)l -‘, (2.16) 
where c(s) is the Riemann zeta function, andfis the parti- 
tion function 

f(x)= ff (l-x”)-‘. 
II=1 

For the case of a nonseparating node, we have, from 
(2.12) and (2.13), 

Z& -= z, ( ::I 2;:;) (277) -In [log+]“2H,,w~ 

Xexp-+-{-SS,( ~3,) +S,(kD:) +S,(kD:) 

-s,(u,,A:) -s&,sl~)~, (2.17) 

with the obvious definitions. 
At this point, we can see the difference in the behavior of 

the determinant depending upon whether the degeneration 
is to a separating or nonseparating node. Roughly speaking, 
one expects that for “reasonable” families of metrics g,, the 
Liouville actions will contribute singularities of the order 
-log]t].Comparing (2.15), (2.16),and (2.17),weseethat 
asymptotically log det’h has an additional term 
log( - log1 t 1) if and only if the node is nonseparating. 

III. EXAMPLE-THE ARAKELOV METRIC 

We use the results of Sec. II to obtain the asymptotics of 
the determinant in the Arakelov metric. Comparing this 
with our previous results on the asymptotics of the Faltings 
invariant, we are able to obtain the exact additive constant 
relating the two. 

A. Estimating the Liouville action 

We now evaluate the terms in the exponential of (2.15) 
for surfaces degenerating with the Arakelov metric.’ We 
shall treat only the case of degeneration to a separating 
node-recall the construction of Sec. II A. The asymptotics 
oft he metric are5 

logg& = 2(h2/h)210g(t ( + logg2’ 

-4(h,/h) log G”‘(z,p) +0(l), 

for z&, and G (‘) (z,w) the Arakelov-Green’s function for 
M, . A similar expression holds for z&V,. 

Recall that in (2.15), the conformal factor nearp relates 
the above metric to the Euclidean metric, and away from p 
the relation is with respect to g(l). To simplify notation, we 
write g for g’ ’ ) and b for the Euclidean metric. 

For z near the node p, we use G “‘(z,p) - ]z], in local 
coordinates. 

a,(z) = - (h,/h) log]z]2+ .-., 

a,a,(z) = - (h,/h)w~) + ... . 
Away from p, we have, 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

u,(z) = (h2/h)210g]t I - 2(h,/h) log G”‘(z,p) + se*, 
(3.3) 

a, aye,(2) = - 2Ti(h2/h)p:;) + -, (3.4) 
where p(” is the canonical metric on the surface M, . 

Near p we compute, using (3.1) and (3.2)) to order E, 

1 -- 
s 1277 A: 

d ‘g &?“a, (T ab 0 

= -$~Td6’j-;,,,zrdr(+~-$ 
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1 h2 2 =- - 
( > 3 h logIt 

I -- 
s  677. aA: 

dtkga= - 

1 - $ (+)2 log E, 
1 

s 

ZTT 
-- 

677. o 
d&(e) - a( [t f”“,) 

2+logE-- ; +log/li. 

The other terms in the Liouville action are order E. Away 
from p, we use (3.3 ) and the expression for the curvature of 
the Arakelov metric a,& log &’ = 4&( h - 1 )pu, : 

1 -- 
I 

dvKu= 
6n- R: 

f (4 - 1) s,IP, [(yloglfl 

hz 
- 2 -log G”‘(z,p) 

h 

2 h,h: -+3hZloglfl 

as e-+0, 

by the normalization of the Green’s function: 

s 
p(z) Iog G(z,w) = 0. M 

We also have, 

1 -- s 61r aiz: 
dsk,u=+ 

-2 +10&V 
I 

as e-+0. 

And finally, using (3.4), 

1 -- 
s 127r x: 

d2f&g”ba,aaba dV(Z)g”ba, IOg G”‘(Z,p)ab log G”‘(Z,p) 

dv(z) log G”‘(z,p)A, log G”‘(z,p) 

dnp log G”‘(z,p)a, log G”‘(.z,p). 

The first term vanishes as c-0 by &a, log G(z,w) = @&, 
z# w, and the above normalization. The second term is 

The computations for R : are identical. Adding these togeth- 
er, we have 

2 h,hz =5hlogjrl - $log/tj +aE,t). 

Furthermore, it is easy to see that S, (a, ,D : ), and 
S,(o,,Df) arealsoO(E). 

B. Asymptotics of the determinant 

Combining the results of (2.15), (2.16), and (3.5), it 
follows that for g, the Arakelov metric, 

;e log 
det’ A, 2 h,hz 

Area(M,,g,) 
---log}t ( 

3 h 

= log 
det’ A,, 

-I- log 
det’ Ag2 CO 

AreaW ,gI 1 AreOf, ,g2 1 
--f 

6 
(3.6) 

where co = -245’( - 1) -6log2rr-2log2-5. 
The Faltings invariant is related to the zeta regularized 

determinant with respect to the Arakelov metric byzv9 

S(M) = ch - 6 log[det’ A,/Area(M,g)], (3.7) 
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where c, is constant depending only on the genus. Our pre- 
vious results on the degeneration of S(M) show that, under 
the degeneration above,5 

3’~ &M,) + W, h,/h) lo& f = S(M, I + SW, ). 

Comparing this with (3.6) allows us to evaluate ch, 
c,=hc, -i-(1-h)c,, (3.8) 

where co is as above, and c, is the constant in the elliptic case. 
This may be evaluated explicitly (see Ref. 15 for determi- 
nants on the torus and Ref. 8 for the Arakelov metric): 
c, = - 8 log 2rr. 

The constant c,, is related to the absolute constants ap- 
pearing in bosonization formulas.9+’ 1 For example, the spin- 
1 formula reads 

ll~Il(PI + “. +ph-., -I-X--Y- A) 
det’ A, 

> 

3/4 
=e 

- CJS 

det Im a Area(M,g) 
(Net uj (Pk 1 

X 
n,“=, G(P~,Y) 

nj.t kG(Pj,Pk ) * 

APPENDIX 

Here we give an example of the “sewing” property (2.5) 
for functional integrals on Riemann surfaces. The glueing of 
the two ends ofa cylinder to obtain a torus was shown in Ref. 
6 and other examples in the plane can be found in Ref. 13. 
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We consider the example of glueing two disks to obtain a 
sphere. 

Let M be the sphere of radius 1 (regarded as CU{ CO}) 
with constant curvature metric g given by 

d% = 4[ ldzlV( 1 + lzl’,‘]. 

The conformal factor relating g to the Euclidean metric 2, 
defined by g = e’“& is 

a=log2-log(l + Jz12). 

From (2.3) we have 

(2rrdet’A,) -I’* = 9q5* e-IO). (Al) 

In the local coordinate z, we cut out a disk 
B(R) = Clzl <RI. w e must evaluate det, A,(B( R )) where 
D denotes the Dirichlet problem. From Sec. II G, this re- 
duces to evaluating the Euclidean determinant and the Liou- 
ville action (2.14). This is easily done-the result is 

S,(a,R) = -flog2+L- 
1 

l+R* 3(1 +R*) 
Substituting R for E in (2.16)) we have 

+R2- 
l+R* 

(A21 
For the disk M - B( R ), we use the coordinate l/z to obtain 

det, A.,(B( l/R)) = (277) - “*R 1’3 exp 
I 

- 2<‘( - 1) 

-I- 
1 R2 1 -- 

l+R* 3(1+R*) 
-- 1 . 

12 
(A3) 

We now decompose the path integral as in Sec. III D: 

s 
9q5* e - f(dJ) = 

s 
94, g($* ga* e-Io,) - I(&) 

= [det, A,(B(R))det, A,(B( l/R))] -“2 

The harmonic integral is evaluated as in Sec. II E. The an- 
swer is simply (27r) - ‘. Putting this together with (Al), 
(A2), and (A3 ), we have for the determinant on the sphere, 

det’ A, = exp( - 4{‘( - 1) + l/2), 

which is the result obtained directly by evaluating the zeta 
function for the eigenvalues of the sphere (see Ref. 16). 
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